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Biographies of the Crew Members
of the Pandora
The five crew members of the Pandora
are all highly trained individuals who belong
to that peculiar group of people known
throughout the galaxy as "spacers." The
spacers arc a class apart, not just because of
their common experience in space flight, but
also because the relativistic time differential,
brought about " by their faster-than-light
space voyages, causes them to live much
longer than the people they grew up with. A
spacer's age is normally given as two
numbers, the first being the spacer's calendar
age, and the second smaller number being the
spacer's apparent and physical age. Some of
the more diligent spacers were around for
over two hundred years and were stilI robust
enough to continue serving on FTL ships.
Many of the crew members on BSMs
have had a military background on the DSF
(Deep Space Fleet) . But eve£' since the colonial wars finally settled who owed what to
whom, the fleet has become more of a police
force . Much of it is simply kept in reserve, on
the odd chance that intelligent, aggressive,
and dangerous aliens might someday be encou ntered. The more energetic fleet mem bers
transferred bit by bit to the GSC (Galactic
Survey Commission) service. The GSC was,
because of the nature of its work, a semimilitary organization.
The GSC consisted of four divisions .
First, there were the ACs (Analysis Centers) .
These were either ground-based or satellitebased centers for the quarantine and nonquaran tine analysis of biological and nonbiological specimens. Next there was the Terraforming Service, which was basically a
bunch of engineers who, based upon the
results of work done at the ACs, put to practical use the fruits of this research, usually in
the form of making alien planets more
amenable for human colonists . The two
more exciting branches of the GSC were the
SSMs and the BSMs. The SSMs (Stra tegic
Survey Missions) ranged far and wide withi n
the galaxy, searching for planets capable of
supporting human life and, more importantly, searching for other intelligent life . No
other intelligent life had yet been found ,
although the trend of biological development
in the areas toward the galactic center seemed
to indicate that there might be intelligent life
in that direction.
It was this sort of potential that drew the
most adventurous into the SSMs . The SSM
ships, much like the BSMs, were large, longrange cruising ships. Instead of collecpods,
they carried recon pods, which would survey
vast areas in coordination with the SSM ship
itself.
The BSM division consisted of
over one hundred deep-space vessels, each
with a crew of five, charged with the duty of
actually going into orbit around alien planets
capable 'of supporting life (normally of the
oxygen/ nitrogen type) and sending down
their coIIecpod landers to round up
specimens of the planetary life for later
analysis at the CABSA quarantine satellites
(in orbit around the home planet, Earth).
The commanding officer of the Pandora is

Neema Strof. Neema was born on a colonial
planet and initially worked on artificial intelligence research. She also married and had
three children. But at age thirty-two, she was
offered a three-year assignment on a team
terra forming a planet that possessed a
creature that could best be described as a
thinking vegetable. What appealed to Strof
was not so much the work on the planet, but
the rou tine and life of a spacer on a deepspace ship. After about six years, she
transferred over to the BSM division as a
science officer, and for the last two voyages
of the Pandora, she has been the commanding officer. Her age is 87/ 46.
Science officer L. J. Cepidus is 77/ 39
years old and is a native of Kinshasha. He
was always particularly proud of the fact that
he could trace his Kinshasha ancestors back
over a thousand years and still considered
Africa his home . However, after only a few
years working at CABSA as an analyst and
three voyages on the SSM Pizarro, he applied
fo r an assignment as a ground survey officer
on a 8SM . He was, like most spacers , hooked, and has not been back in Kinshasha for
mo re than a few months at a time . As science
officer on the Pandora, he is second in command of the ship. He works with the commanding officer in planning the voyage and
is responsible for the detailed planning of
how the Pandora's six collecpods (surface
landers: Mikrokosmos, En trechat , Pequod,
Pangloss, Syndic, Percival) are deployed on
the surface of the alien planet. The science
officer is also responsible for the investigation and evaluation of any "scientific" problems or phenomena that arise du ring the
voyage. The science officer spends most of
his time working with the GSO (Ground
Survey Offi cer) and BIO (Biology Officer) .
L.J . Cepidus, had served on SSMs for a
number of years, but becauselhe SSMs never
get a chance to come very close to the planets
they survey (it is all done automatically by
long-range sensor or auto ship) he transferred to the BSM division in order to make
landfall on planets .
The MO (Maintenance Officer), Najeb
Kelly, is 107/ 38 years old and is nominally
from the home planet. Najeb's family has a
history of itinerant work and a strong feeling
of wanderlust. Najeb, from a very early age,
wanted only to be a spacer. He is in love with
space ships, and as the maintenance officer
he has ample opportunity to practice that
peculiar affection. The MO is third in command of the ship, and is responsible for the
functioning, maintenance, and repair of all
systems on the ship.
The GSO (Ground Survey Officer), Blnt
Skraaling, is a colonial from the planet Germania. His home planet was settled by
primarily Scandinavian colonists three hundred years ago and speaks a language
generally referred to as Teutonic. Skraaling's
planet had to be heavily terra formed and is
still in the process of being modified . It was
in terraforming on his home planet that
Skraaling first got his experience, which
eventually led to his joining the Galactic
Survey Commission, in the terraforming

division . That whetted his curiosity and he
eventually ended up in the BSM division. He
is 53 / 42 years old.
The BIO (Biology Officer), Hesiod
Charybdis, is another colonial who began
work as a technician in a colonial AC "
(Analysis Center). After a short assignment
at Kinshasha CABSA, he transferred to the
8SM division, and has been there ever since.
His main job is the handling and analysis of
the biological specimens before and after
they are taken off the alien planet. He" is
responsible for selecting unusual or difficuJtto-handle specimens and dealing with them.
Although the junior member of the crew, he
works pretty much on a one-to-one basis
with the GSO as they plan the collection missions. Often the BIO and the SO will go to
the surface of a planet in one of the coIIecpods (each carry three crew members). This
is not encouraged, as there is a certain
amount of danger involved, and the quarantine procedure is lengthy and tedious.
Charybdis is 51132 years old.
JFD

Zulu: The Defense of Rorke's Drift
Playtesting has slowed down a bit on
this as we try to wrestle with some early
design problems , such as counter density and
balance. We've gotten a lot of good information on the engagement - although we' re
still trying to obtain a' copy of Atkinson's
regimental history of the 2nd South Wales
Borderers - and have finally gotten a
workable game map. Scale is down to abou t
3 yards per hex, as anything larger makes it
impossible to work man-to-man in a realistic
nature. We are also considering using a
separate display for the inside of the
hospital, as players have been finding it hard
to distinguish the outside (root) from the inner rooms . A separate display would also
make it possible to enlarge the hospital map
itself, making stacking and movement easier
to follow .
Most of the game's "chrome" rules pertain to the hospital, with all its breaking
down of doors, carrying out wounded, setting fire to rooms, etc. One of the other problems has been getting the game to work as a
game yet retain the good historical flavor. To
do this, we will probably allow the Zulu
player to avoid the rather ludicrous original
attack plan that Dabulimanze originally used
(which was blind , headlong assault) and
divide his forces for a more concentric attack .
Using the historical plan, the Zulus got
wiped the first play-through. They banged
their figurative heads against the southern
defenses, and by the time they had managed
to work their way around the perimeter to
launch a co-ordinated multi-directional attack, the British Henry-Martini's had taken
such a fearful toll that the final assaults were
easily parried and the Zulus quickly reached
their Demoralization Level. A goodly
number of British were wounded, but the only outright death occurred from the
Oskarberg sniper fire. Kill ratio was 173- 1,
Zulu to British . Dreary.
Rich Berg

